Meet the Deep Blue Kids Bible characters!

Edgar, Asia, and Kat walk children through the Bible.

Edgar has a need to know. He wants to know how to get from here to there and then investigate whatever he finds in a new place. Edgar always keeps his spyglass with him as he navigates through the Bible to help you understand what you encounter as you travel through God’s word.

Asia never leaves home without a way to communicate. She loves to keep track of the action around her, documenting and reporting on what she sees and hears. Whenever you see Asia, she’ll have her microphone in hand ready to narrate the Bible journey as she travels with you from Genesis to Revelation.

Kat is an adventurer at heart. She loves all the opportunities in the Bible to explore how God connected with people centuries ago in ancient lands and how God still connects with us today. Kat is always ready to go on an adventure with you—pirate hat on and jeans rolled up—as you discover the Bible together.